Radiometry for the vertical electron cyclotron emission from the runaway electrons at the COMPASS tokamak.
Due to an increased interest in runaway electron (RE) phenomena in tokamak research, the need for diagnostics of runaway electron population in plasma has emerged. A novel diagnostic of the nonthermal electron cyclotron emission from runaway electrons can be utilized for this purpose. It was designed and installed at the COMPASS tokamak based on the available heterodyne radiometer. The vertical ECE (V-ECE) system uses a 16-channel heterodyne radiometer with a vertically placed E2-band horn antenna with a 76.5-90 GHz frequency range front-end. Simulations with the ray-tracing SPECE code have shown a measurement feasibility of the runaway electrons with energies up to 1 MeV. Due to a low optical depth of the plasma in COMPASS during RE discharges, reflected waves from the tokamak wall can be detected as well. First results show strong connection with other RE diagnostics at COMPASS. The V-ECE can obtain important information about RE population evolution and primary generation mechanism.